Modern deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are computationally demanding, yet real applications often require high throughput and low latency. To help tackle these problems, we propose Tomato, a framework designed to automate the process of generating efficient CNN accelerators. The generated design is pipelined and each convolution layer uses different arithmetics at various precisions. Using Tomato, we showcase state-of-the-art multi-precision multi-arithmetic networks, including MobileNet-V1, running on FPGAs. To our knowledge, this is the first multi-precision multi-arithmetic autogeneration framework for CNNs. In software, Tomato fine-tunes pretrained networks to use a mixture of short powers-of-2 and fixed-point weights with a minimal loss in classification accuracy. The fine-tuned parameters are combined with the templated hardware designs to automatically produce efficient inference circuits in FPGAs. We demonstrate how our approach significantly reduces model sizes and computation complexities, and permits us to pack a complete ImageNet network onto a single FPGA without accessing off-chip memories for the first time. Furthermore, we show how Tomato produces implementations of networks with various sizes running on single or multiple FPGAs. To the best of our knowledge, our automatically generated accelerators outperform closest FPGA-based competitors by at least 2-4× for lantency and throughput; the generated accelerator runs ImageNet classification at a rate of more than 3000 frames per second.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) have delivered revolutionary performance gains to vision applications such as image classification [18] , object detection [21] , and emotion recognition [22] . To support such workloads, both edge and cloud environments already employ the parallelism offered by GPUs and have more recently sought to optimize latency, throughput and energy with the use of FPGAs [7] , [23] , [34] , [25] , [31] , [41] , [2] , [32] , [35] and ASICs [28] , [36] .
As CNN models are inherently redundant, model compression is popular in making CNN inference more efficient. Methods such as low precision quantization [45] , [43] and channel-wise structural pruning [10] , [8] directly shrink the compute and memory requirements. These techniques have 1 Equal contribution. become essential for state-of-the-art CNN accelerators, as they directly translate to high throughput and low latency [9] . Unlike previous attempts [28] that unify all layers in a single arithmetic at a unified precision, we propose hybrid quantization that allows a mixture of arithmetics and precisions to minimize the effect of quantization on CNNs task accuracies. Each layer of the CNN can have different arithmetics at different precisions. In software, we implement hybrid quantization in Tomato and automate the selection of arithmetics and precisions for different layers of the CNN. Tomato then retrains the selected quantized model.
Hardware that uses a homogenous large systolic array currently dominates the design of CNN accelerators; a great number of parallel multiplication-adds are used as a large compute core and both weights and activations are buffered in on-chip memory [41] , [4] (left of Figure 1 ). The large systolic array is time-shared as a number of different convolutions reuse the same hardware, however, various input data sizes, channel counts, kernel sizes and ever-emerging new convolutions [40] make the design of a single efficient compute core increasingly difficult. Alternatively, the computation of a CNN can also be divided and pipelined into a number of smaller compute cores (so-called Flattened Streaming). Each computation core, streamed by activations, is only responsible for the calculations of individual layers [7] , [39] (right of Figure 1 ) to maximize efficiency. In this paper, we approach the CNN acceleration problem by exploiting the reconfigurability of FPGAs in the flattened streaming design. Tomato directly produces small layer-wise compute cores, maximizing the available logic of FPGAs for each target network. We further make the observation that flattened streaming accelerators isolate layer-wise computations, offering the chance to use different arithmetics and precisions for each layer's computation. In addition, the throughputs can be matched across various compute cores in the flattened streaming architecture -the compute throughput of a particular layer only needs to match its preceding layer's output generation rate. Forcing the layers to match throughputs further reduces the logic size of the auto-generated hardware.
The combination of hybrid quantization, a streaming-based architecture and ever larger FPGAs, enable us to map all the layers of our CNN onto a single or even multiple FPGAs. In this paper, we present an automated softwarehardware co-design workflow that produces multi-arithmetic multi-precision CNN accelerators. The resulting hardware accelerator is streaming-based and fully pipelined. We make the following contributions in this paper:
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of hybrid quantization on modern efficient CNNs (like MobileNet-V1). • We present a novel streaming architecture for CNNs that is pipelined and uses minimal intra-layer buffering. Each layer's compute is matched on throughputs and is isolated and applied with various quatnizations. • We show a full-stack automated workflow. The workflow packs entire networks into FPGAs. To the best of our knowledge, the resulting design outperforms all state-of-theart FPGA-based CNN accelerators in terms of latency and throughput.
II. RELATED WORK
Traditional CNNs running on GPUs typically use singleprecision floating-point arithmetic, which is infeasible for FPGAs with limited logic resources. Yet CNNs are, in general, often over-provisioned and inherently redundant; this makes low-precision quantization an essential technique to drastically reduce the memory consumed by the network's parameters, and even allows CNN inference to be computed entirely with low-cost arithmetic operations, rather than floating-point ones. Many works [5] , [13] train CNNs to use low-precision weights and activations with minimal accuracy loss, while others pushed the limit by using ternarized weights {0, ±1} [14] , [19] , [46] , and even constraining both weights and activations to binary values {±1} [12] , [26] . However, binarized and ternarized CNNs struggle to achieve state-of-the-art accuracies on large datasets. FPGA-based accelerators generally uniformly apply one of the above quantization methods This specialisation provides efficiency and performance gains when compared to GPUs with fixed set of data types. Bit-serial accelerators [29] , [30] are also of interest as they provide scope to optimise away superfluous computation at the bit-level when computing with fixed-point numbers. In contrast, the proposed hybrid quantization focuses on mixing convolution layers with not only various precisions but also different arithmetics in a bit-parallel manner. Leveraging the fact that various layers are sensitive to different quantizations, hybrid quantization minimizes the impact of quantization loss on the model task accuracy.
Many existing frameworks [9] , [25] , [31] , [23] , [33] , [39] , that map CNN models to FPGAs generate a large homogeneous processing core that is temporally shared among layers. This common design is flexible, as by sequentially carrying out convolutions, it is less constrained by the amount of resources available on FPGAs. A homogeneous core has fixed computation dimensions which closely follows the ASIC design concept that a given architecture is optimized for a set of chosen benchmarks [32] . This approach is then challenged by the varying size of convolutions and the emergence of new types of convolutions. To cope with the fact that a homogeneous core is rarely optimal for all convolution sizes and to be flexible for new convolutions, Venieris et al. [34] proposed to partition a CNN model into parts that can be separately reconfigured, however the reconfiguration overhead penalizes performance greatly. Many works seek to squeeze CNN models fully onto FPGAs, so that they require no offchip memory accesses for weights and intermediate results.
Unfortunately, they are limited to either small models [27] , binarized networks [20] , or only a few layers of a large CNN [1] , which are unsuitable for the speed and task performance on large datasets. This paper therefore presents both the software and hardware techniques for shrinking the resource consumption of mapping a CNN as a flattened architecture on FPGAs. Using the proposed framework Tomato, we demonstrate a fully pipelined MobileNet-V1 -a larger model with over 4 million parameters -entirely on an FPGA, which outperforms all previous designs examined in this paper. Furthermore, the proposed streaming-based accelerator decouples computations in different layers. Our design, to our knowledge, is the first multi-arithmetic and multi-precision CNN accelerator.
III. HYBRID QUANTIZATION
Hybrid quantization mixes fixed-point quantization and shift quantization on at a per-convolution granularity, and all activation values between convolutions are quantized to 8-bit fixedpoint numbers.
A. Shift and Fixed-point Quantizations
Using shift quantization on weights, i.e. quantizing weights to powers-of-2 values and zeros, avoids the costs of expensive hardware multipliers, as they can be replaced by barrel shifters, which results in significant savings in terms of logic, power and latency when compared to multipliers. Moreover, in the most direct hardwired implementation, weights simply become wiring and can be implemented with virtually no costs. Shift quantization results in the following representable values, where s ∈ {−1, 0, 1} indicates the sign of the value, b is a constant integer shared among weights within the same layer which ensures no values overflow, and e is a variable exponent:
The framework also allows fixed-point quantization. An nbit fixed-point number with a binary point position p can represent a valuex with:
Both quantizations happen only in the feed-forward steps of the CNN. We quantize floating-point weight values x to the representations above, while backpropagation bypasses the quantizations [24] . The pros and cons between whether to use shift or fixed-point quantizations depend heavily on the given precision, weights distribution and the number of values we wish to allow to saturate. In Section III-C, we show how to use a greedy search to select between different quantizations using model accuracy as the only metric.
In addition, all ReLU activation values are constrained to 8-bit fixed-point numbers with 3-bit integers, as previously MobileNet indicated that this does not cause a large impact on model accuracy [16] .
B. Batch Normalization
Batch normalization (BN) is commonly used in CNNs to accelerate training [15] . As shown in Equation (3), during inference, BN normalizes convolutional outputs x in a channelwise fashion with a moving mean μ and a moving standard deviation σ, then applies affine transformation on them with the learned γ and β:
It is notable that Equation (3) can be re-arranged into a channel-wise affine transformation. In the CNN feed-forward stages, we respectively quantize the scaling and offset factors of this affine transformation to fixed-point numbers:
where quantize 8.8 (z) quantizes z into 16-bit fixed-point values with a binary point at 8.
C. Search Algorithm
As both the bitwidth of weights and their representation (i.e. either shift or fixed-width) may vary on a layer-by-layer basis, it is intractable to explore all possible combinations exhaustively. For this reason, we introduce an algorithm which minimizes the hardware complexity under a given accuracy constraint. Algorithm 1 provides an overview of our search algorithm, which accepts as inputs a CNN model with weight parameters θ and N layers {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l N }, the accuracy constraint α budget , the hardware resource constraint h budget , and an initial state of quantization hyperparameters q 0 which uses 8-bit fixed-point quantization for all layers. Here, θ , α ← finetune(θ, q, E) fine-tunes the model parameters θ under hyperparameters q for E epochs and returns the validation accuracy of fine-tuned model. We found empirically E = 3 is sufficient to recover most accuracy loss due to quantization. To traverse the search space efficiently, we introduce a relation R(L), where L is a set of modifiable layers. Each transition (q, q ) ∈ R(L) finds a one step change to the configuration q, i.e. decreasing the bit-width by 1 or changing the arithmetic used by a layer layer changed(q, q ) ∈ L. In each step, the algorithm is designed to greedily find a new configuration q from q which results in the steepest reduction in hardware resources hwcost(q) − hwcost(q ) until all layers cannot be modified further without violating the accuracy constraint. Additionally, if the hardware resource constraint hwcost(q) ≤ h budget is already satisfied then we exit early to minimize accuracy loss. In our experiments, we chose α budget to be 0.95α, where α is the original accuracy, to generate a fully quantized model with efficient hardware usage. The resulting model is then fine-tuned to further increase accuracy.
if hwcost(q ) ≤ h budget then 
IV. THE AUTO-GENERATION FRAMEWORK
The auto-generation framework, Tomato, applies to all CNNs. For ease of presentation, in this section, we use the MobileNet-V1 network to showcase our results when compared to other published FPGA accelerators. Figure 2 shows an overview of Tomato. The framework starts with an automated design process in software which uses the algorithm in Section III-C to explore the choices of fixedpoint and shift arithmetics with varying precisions on the pretrained CNN model. It then produces optimized models that are fully quantized while satisfying the accuracy constraints. In the exploration procedure, it iteratively uses an accurate hardware resource estimator to provide fast statistics of the hardware costs and minimize the costs for the searched models. The cost (latency, LUT and BRAM usage) is estimated using analytical models generated from post synthesis results for a wide range of module parameters The final optimized CNN model is then fine-tuned on the original training dataset to minimize accuracy degradation.
A. Framework Overview
It is notable that from the optimized model, Tomato generates dedicated compute engines for each convolutional layer. As we have mentioned earlier, the compute engines are connected in a pipeline, each takes a stream of inputs and produces a stream of outputs. The isolated compute engines can thus have the freedom to use different quantizations with individual bitwidths. To minimize hardware utilization, layers that exceed throughput requirements can be folded (i.e. only partially unrolled) to share individual processing elements temporally. In Section IV-C we explain how each layer can temporally share its resources, and how we design the throughput matching block (Section IV-D) to automatically compute the optimal unroll factors required to parallelize each layer which minimizes stalls and idle circuits. Finally, the framework generates SystemVerilog output describing the hardware implementation of the input model, which is in turn synthesized into circuits with fine-tuned weights. Figure 3 shows the architecture differences between a normal homogeneous core style accelerator and our generated flattened streaming cores. In the flattened streaming cores, each convolution has its dedicated compute engine, slide buffer and weight buffer. Since the hardware is generated solely for the targeted CNN and each compute core is dedicated for a particular layer, with a suitable strategy to parallelize compute, the generated hardware can reach very high compute efficiency and have minimal idle hardware. In fact, in our measurements, compute unit utilization is constantly high at around 84%.
B. Macro-Architecture
We employ barrel shifters or short fixed-point multipliers in the convolution compute engines. The weights are packed into BRAMs, and streamed into the convolution compute engines. Since weights are quantized as low precision shift or fixed-point values, the shorter bitwidths directly translates into lower BRAM usage. Additionally, because memory ports can be time-shared, this in turn reduces the number of BRAMs required.
C. Micro-Architecture: Roll-Unrolled Convolutions
In this section, we introduce the roll-unrolled convolution compute core, this is designed to minimize hardware costs when input and output data rates permit. As an example, we consider a convolution layer with a kernel size of K, which takes as input feature maps x of shape H × W × C, and produces output feature maps y of shape H × W × C with H and W depending on the stride size and padding length. In addition, it is noteworthy that a convolution with a stride size of 1 can produce pixels in the output feature maps at the same rate of it taking input pixels. A convolution with a stride size of 2, however, produces an output pixel 4 times slower than it can consume an input pixel. Layers in a convolutional network can therefore process their feature maps at an exponentially slower rate as more proceeding layers are strided, and in turn have greater opportunities to reuse datapaths. By way of illustration, assuming the input image is fed at a rate of 1 cycle per pixel, the input/output throughput rates of each layer in a MobileNet-V1 can be found in the last column of Table I. In order to maximize a layer's utilization and minimize hardware costs, rather than introducing stall cycles, we introduce two unroll factors, U and U , for input and output channels respectively. We partially roll input channel dimension C into U -sized blocks to save hardware resource. We still accumulate C values in parallel for y. In other words, all C channels of a pixel of the output feature maps are unrolled and computed concurrently. Fully unrolling output channels during multiplication and accumulation is essential to allow stall-free computation. Finally, output channels are rolled after accumulation to U -sized blocks for batch normalization. Fused batch normalization and ReLU operations are timeshared for U output channels, as the next layer has an input block size equal to U . As we process all input channels C in blocks of size U , we use only U ×C , instead of C×C parallel shift-accumulate or multiply-accumulate units, requiring C U cycles to complete the computation of a single pixel of all output channels, as shown in Figure 4 .
Tomato does not use roll-unrolled in depthwise convolutions. Figure 5 shows the computation pattern for depthwise convolutions. In contrast to normal convolutions, depthwise convolutions are channel-wise operations, i.e. they do not exchange information across channels. By rolling input channels in depthwise layers, the generated outputs are also rolled, different from the normal roll-unrolled compute pattern. In this way, we exactly match the throughput of incoming and upcoming computations while minimizing resource utilization. Each parallel adder tree sums up K 2 values and is fully pipelined, where K is the kernel size.
Roll-unrolled should not be confused with loop tiling. Loop tiling reorders the access pattern so that it is more friendly to CPU caches and DRAM bandwidth utilization in systolic array based CNN accelerators. As Tomato pipelines multiple frames instead of batching them, we did not change the access pattern. The purpose of rolling and unrolling in Tomato's streaming cores are to minimize hardware and provides a stallfree computation dataflow, a fundamentally different objective. 
D. Striding and Rolling: Matching the Throughput
By adjusting the unroll factors U and U , the framework smartly matches the throughput between convolution layers with different channel counts and stridings for higher efficiency. The only free parameter now is the input pixel rate at the very first layer of the CNN. The input pixel rate determines how many pixels of an input image are fed into the accelerator at each clock cycle. For instance, an input rate of 1 32 means we consume 1 input pixel in 32 clock cycles. The choice of the input pixel rate directly impacts the trade-off between performance and the hardware resources required. If this input pixel rate is 1, the generated hardware is optimized for performance, fully-pipelined, and never stalls the input pixel steam. When the input pixel rate decreases, because of the automatic matching, unroll factors of all subsequent convolution layers decrease and the generated hardware thus utilizes fewer resources but has an increased latency. We now explain how the automated throughput matching works. The framework utilizes the classic sliding window design -one pixel of a output feature map is produced once all pixels of the sliding window on input feature maps have arrived [2] . The input stream and output stream of strided convolutions, however, can have different input and output rates. For instance, when the stride size is 2, the output stream is then 4 times slower than the input stream (striding occurs in the two spatial dimensions). Table I shows the unrolling factors U and U that the framework picked for each convolution in MobileNet-V1 when choosing the input pixel rate to be 1.
Here, for each pixel, C U represents the number of clock cycles required to iterate over all input channel values, and C U is the number of cycles required to finish generating all output channel values. Taking the second depthwise convolution layer as an example, this layer has a stride size of 2 and the framework rolls computations on the output channel side by a factor of C U = 16 so that U = 4 values of each output channel are computed concurrently. Finally, all of the unrolling information is provided to the hardware templates in order to instantiate the appropriate hardware.
E. Batch Normalization and Rounding
Each convolved output has an inflated precision as mentioned in Section IV-C, and we subsequently apply BN on these values. As mentioned in Section III, BN is fused and quantized to become a channel-wise affine transformation with fixed-point arithmetic. We therefore use the on-chip DSP elements to perform fixed-point multiplications and rounding after BN. Since we roll computations in output channel dimensions, the number of multiplications required by BN is also significantly reduced by sharing. It is notable that weights share a layer-wise bias value (Equation (1), Equation (2)). The weights bias is included in the rounding after BN, as it simply moves the binary point. The final results are then rounded to 8-bit fixed-point values with a 5-bit fractional width.
V. RESULTS

A. Implementation Setup
In this paper, we report results for automatically generated hardware implementations for three distinct networks, each optimized for a different dataset. We use CifarNet [44] , an 8-layer CNN with 1.30 M parameters and 174 M multiplyaccumulates on the CIFAR-10 dataset [17] , MobileNet-V1 [11] on the ImageNet dataset [6] and a customized 5-layer CNN (FashionNet) for the Fashion MNIST dataset [37] . The first two networks are relatively large, but the last network is small. We use MobileNet-V1 design as a comparison to showcase the performance achieved from this hardware and software co-design workflow in comparison to other published accelerators. The hardware part (SystemVerilog output) is generated automatically using templates by the Tomato framework. We use Synplify Premier DP for synthesis and post-synthesis timing analysis. We verified that our designs are actually implementable on FPGA by using Xilinx Vivado to place and route the full-size MobileNet design.
B. Resource Utilization
For MobileNet, our design is fully-pipelined and never stalls the input stream ( #OPs #OPs/cycle = 224×224). Note that 224×224 is the input image size and this means the accelerator consumes an entire image in exactly 224 × 224 clock cycles. We utilise 84% of our 13479 compute units (shift-and-add or multiplyand-add) on every clock cycle. The high utilization rate of the hardware translates to high activity ratio in the circuits since most components are active all the time. This fully quantized MobileNet found by Algorithm 1 uses 3-bit shift weights in its pointwise layers, and fixed-point weights in its depthwise layers with precisions ranging from 3 to 7. Table II shows the total amount of hardware utilized for the generated accelerators for all networks on different devices. We generate a MobileNet design with the input pixel rate set to 1 for best performance (achieving 3109 FPS on an Intel Stratix 10). The proposed workflow is a scalable one since we can adjust the input pixel rate to control a tradeoff between performance and hardware utilization. CifarNet results in Table II show how it is possible to target a small FPGA device (Cyclone V) by adjusting this factor to 1 288 . The results suggest a 3× reduction in LUT usage compared to the design when the input pixel rate is set to 1 32 . We also observe an increase in latency, but part of the increase attributes to the frequency differences running on various devices. On the other hand, if provided with a small network (FashionNet), the proposed framework generates hardware that classifies at a latency of 0.14ms on a very small FPGA device. The quantized FashionNet uses 3-bit shift quantization in the most resourceintensive third layer, and the remaining layers use fixed-point weights with bit-widths from 5 to 7. Although FashionNet is small, it is a good example of a specialized network produced for resource constrained edge devices; other examples include emotion recognition [3] .
We explore in Figure 6 the optimized CifarNets obtained with Algorithm 1 (denoted by the "hybrid" points) and compare the results against shift ("shift") and fixed-point ("fixed") models with all layers sharing the same bit-widths ranging from 3 to 8. To explore the trade-off between top-1 error rates and resources, we ran Algorithm 1 20 times by respectively taking as inputs the accuracy budget values α budget ranging from 80% to 100% at 1% increments. Here h budget is set to 0 as we always minimize the resource utilization. We constrain each layer to use either shift or fixed-point quantized weights and choose a bit-width ranging from 3 to 8. Additionally, E = 0 meaning that we skip the fine-tuning process; without fine-tuning the accuracies are sub-optimal but the search process above can complete within 1 hour. Figure 6a shows the trade-off between resource utilization and top-1 errors under the same throughput constraints. Figure 6b further varies the throughput scaling of the optimized results, and shows that when synthesized into circuits, the the optimized models ("hybrid") consistently outperforms models ("shift" and "hybrid") with either shift or fixed-point quantization under the same bit-width applied across all layer weights. Finally, Figure 6c illustrates all results found by the three methods and the trade-off relationship between top-1 error rates and resource-latency products.
Hybrid quantization reduces accuracy degradations but improves model compression rates by utilizing multi-precision multi-arithmetic convolutions. Importantly, we consider the ImageNet [6] classification task for MobileNet. This challenging dataset leaves less headroom for compression techniques.
The classification results achieved on this large dataset using a relatively compact network proves that the workflow is also robust on other cases where the model is over-provisioned on the target dataset.
C. Performance Evaluation
We compare the MobileNet-V1 design generated by our framework with existing FPGA accelerators in Table III . This comparison only considers networks in the ImageNet dataset that achieves greater than 70% top-1 accuracy when not quantized. The computer vision community spends a significant amount of effort in optimizing model architecture, we note that it is important to generate results for the latest models as they offer the best accuracy/cost trade offs. Results for older models in terms of GOP/s can be misleading.
Our design is different from most existing designs examined in Table III in the following ways. First, our framework exploits hybrid quantization to minimize the impact of quantization errors. Second, using the throughput scaling trick, the amount of hardware required is reduced significantly. Most of the examined designs rely on a high DRAM bandwidth with a large monolithic compute core. As discussed previously, a large compute core cannot explore multi-precision and multiarithmetic quantizations and struggles to fully utilize compute units on convolutions with varying channel counts, kernel sizes and input feature sizes. Tomato generated designs compute various layers concurrently and quantize each layer differently, thus achieving a very high utilization of our compute units and to operate at around 3.5 TOPs/s on Stratix 10. Note that, for accelerators that we compare against, the arithmetic performance reported in Table III considers the peak performance assuming unbounded DRAM bandwidth. In reality, such designs can easily be limited by the available memory bandwidth. In contrast, this is not a concern in our design as all weights and activations are held on the FPGA. Additionally, our design has a high throughput since operations rarely stall. Designs proposed by Bai et al. [2] and Zhao et al. [41] have to execute computations in a layer-wise fashion, and thus operations in the next layer only executes when the current layer finishes. In our framework, similar to Shen et al. [32] , computations in different layers happen concurrently in the same pipeline stage while later layers never stall earlier layers. Moreover, consecutive image inputs can be fully pipelined, because we utilize streaming sliding windows. These features help us to achieve high throughput compared to other designs (Table III) . The proposed workflow avoids complex and timeconsuming design space exploration as necessary in many compared FPGA accelerators [2] , [42] .
In terms of performance, our design achieves a higher throughput and a lower latency compared to all designs (as listed in Table III ). We notice that most CNN accelerators report theoretical upper bounds for arithmetic performance and throughput. In terms of latency, the numbers are reported optimistically assuming DRAM accesses cause no stalls. In our design, since we stream in pixels of the input image, the computation pattern differs from most existing designs. The reported values in Table III represents our true performance and make no assumptions regarding DRAM bandwidth. Our system automatically produces an implementation of MobileNet for the Stratix 10 FPGA that outperforms Zhao et al. [41] by 2.44× in latency and 3.52× in throughput.
D. Multi-FPGA Acceleration
The flattened streaming style employed by Tomato makes it easy to partition the generated design across multiple FPGAs This feature makes Tomato highly scalable with respect to network sizes and/or FPGA sizes. We demonstrate in this section an example of partitioning MobileNet-V1 onto two Stratix V FPGAs, connected through enhanced small formfactor pluggable (SFP+) interfaces. We present the performance results in comparison to Zhang et al. [38] in Table IV , and the detailed hardware utilization information in Table V . The latency is not penalised thanks to the low latency of SFP+, which contributes only a 0.0013ms latency overhead.
The simple case study of partitioning the same MobileNet-V1 design to two devices demonstrates that, first, Tomato generated designs are scalable from single to multi-FPGAs; second, aiming accelerating new network architectures with mixed quantizations bring significant improvements in accuracies, latency and throughput. Here, "shift" and "fixed" respectively indicate using the same shift and fixed-point quantization method across all layers with the same weight precisions. The "hybrid" points are optimized by Algorithm 1. The area shaded in red, green and blue respectively denote the 2D Pareto frontier of "shift", "fixed" and "hybrid" optimized results. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a hardware-software co-design workflow to automatically generate high-performance CNN accelerators. The workflow is able to quantize weights to both fixed-point and shift values at various precisions, and keeps activations to fixed-point numbers. In addition, it transforms batch normalization to simple affine operations with fixedpoint scaling and offset factors. In hardware, the framework utilizes the Roll-Unrolled compute pattern and provides flexibility in rolling computations in the channel dimension. As a result, the guided rolling minimizes computation while keeping the input stream stall-free. The results showed stateof-the-art performance in terms of model accuracy, latency and throughput. The implemented accelerator for MobileNet is fully pipelined with sub-millisecond latency (0.32ms) and is able to classify at around 3000 frames per second.
